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EphA family receptor tyrosine kinases and their ephrin-A li-
gands are involved in patterning axonal connections during
brain development, but until now a role for these molecules in
the mature brain had not been elucidated. Here, we show that
both the EphA5 receptor and its ephrin-A ligands (2 and 5) are
expressed in the adult mouse hippocampus, and the EphA5
protein is present in a phosphorylated form. Because there are
no pharmacological agents available for EphA receptors, we
designed recombinant immunoadhesins that specifically bind
to the receptor binding site of the ephrin-A ligand (antagonist)
or the ligand binding site of the EphA receptor (agonist) and
thus target EphA function. We demonstrate that intrahippocam-
pal infusion of an EphA antagonist immunoadhesin leads to
impaired performance in two behavioral paradigms, T-maze

spontaneous alternation and context-dependent fear condi-
tioning, sensitive to hippocampal function, whereas activation
of EphA by infusion of an agonist immunoadhesin results in
enhanced performance on these tasks. Because the two be-
havioral tasks have different motivational, perceptual, and mo-
tor requirements, we infer the changes were not caused by
these performance factors but rather to cognitive alterations.
We also find bidirectional changes in gene expression and in
electrophysiological measures of synaptic efficacy that corre-
late with the behavioral results. Thus, EphA receptors and their
ligands are implicated as mediators of plasticity in the adult
mammalian brain.
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EphA receptors represent the largest subfamily of receptor ty-
rosine kinases (Friedman and O’Leary, 1996). The ephrin-A
ligands interact with EphA receptors to mediate repulsive axonal
guidance in patterning the developing nervous system (Drescher
et al., 1995; Winslow et al., 1995; Gao et al., 1996; Zhang et al.,
1996; Meima et al., 1997; Orioli and Klein, 1997; Zhou, 1997;
Flanagan and Vanderhaegen, 1998; Frisén et al., 1998; P. P. Gao
et al., 1998). It is not known whether EphA receptors play any
role in the adult brain in vivo. In this report, we use in situ
hybridization and quantitative (TaqMan) reverse transcription
(RT)-PCR to show that both the EphA5 receptor and its ligands,
ephrin-A5 and -A2, are expressed in the mature mouse brain. We
also investigate whether EphA5 is or can be activated, i.e., phos-
phorylated, in the adult mouse brain.

EphA receptors were shown to play a role in determining
patterns of synapse formation in development (Drescher et al.,
1995; Gao et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1996; Zhou, 1997; Flanagan
and Vanderhaegen, 1998; Frisén et al., 1998; P. P. Gao et al.,
1998), and recently, these receptors and their ligands were found
to have PDZ (postsynaptic density-95/Discs large/zona
occludens-1) recognition motifs and to bind to and colocalize
with PDZ proteins at synaptic sites of the mammalian neuron in
vitro (Torres et al., 1998). Initial evidence for in vitro effects on
synaptic plasticity, including long-term potentiation (LTP), has

also been obtained (W.-Q. Gao et al., 1998). Given the continued
expression of EphA5 and its ligands in the adult brain, these
results raise the possibility that EphA receptors are not only
involved in embryonic development of the brain but also in
synaptic remodeling and plasticity thought to underlie learning
and memory (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). Therefore, we sought
to determine whether EphA receptors regulate neuronal function
in vivo in the mature brain and, in turn, influence learning.

To target EphA5 function, we use a novel strategy termed
protein targeting (Gerlai et al., 1998b) based on in vivo applica-
tion of recombinant fusion proteins, the immunoadhesins
(Chamow and Ashkenazy, 1996). The immunoadhesins used in
the present study contain the full native ligand binding domain of
the EphA5 receptor (EphA5-IgG) or the receptor binding do-
main of the ephrin-A5 ligand (ephrinA5-IgG). These immunoad-
hesins have opposing effects on the receptor: EphA5-IgG, by
scavenging the endogenous ligand, acts as an antagonist and
ephrinA5-IgG, by dimerizing and initiating the autophosphory-
lation cycle of the receptor, as an agonist of EphA function
(Winslow et al., 1995; Meima et al., 1997).

In the present paper, we focus on the analysis of behavioral
changes elicited by intrahippocampal infusion of the EphA an-
tagonist and agonist immunoadhesins and also study potential
underlying mechanisms, including gene expression changes and
synaptic plasticity. We demonstrate, for the first time, that EphA
receptors play a significant role in the adult brain in which they
influence cognitive function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and housing. Experimental mice (males) from inbred strains
C57BL/6 and DBA/2 were 3–4 months old and were housed in groups of
10 under standard conditions described previously (Gerlai et al., 1998b).
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All experiments involving comparison of genotype or treatment groups
were performed blind in a randomized manner.

In situ hybridization. For EphA5 in situ hybridization, 4-month-old
DBA/2 and C57BL/6 mouse brains were fresh frozen with powdered dry
ice. Sections were processed by a method described previously (Melton et
al., 1984; Phillips et al., 1990). Probes were synthesized according to
Melton et al. (1984) from a 407 DNA fragment that included nucleotides
3040–3446 (I. W. Caras and J. W. Winslow; patent WO9613518-A1;
accession number P-T18893; 1996).

RT-PCR. Total RNA was isolated using the Qiagen (Hilden, Germany)
RNeasy Mini Kit from 50 mg mouse hippocampi freshly frozen in liquid
nitrogen. RNA was aliquoted and stored at 270°C until used. Oligonu-
cleotide probes and primers were designed to recognize the genes using
the Primer Express software [Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) and
Perkin-Elmer (Emeryville, CA)]. Real-time quantitative RT-PCR (Taq-
Man) was performed and analyzed using the Promega (Madison, WI)
Access RT-PCR System in the ABI Model 7700 Sequence Detection

system (Gibson et al., 1996; Heid et al., 1996). Samples were run in
duplicate with standard curves of Clontech (Cambridge, UK) mouse
brain total RNA on every plate for all genes, and the linearity of
amplification was confirmed (Gibson et al., 1996; Heid et al., 1996). The
data shown are calculated from the standard curves, and each sample is
normalized to GAPDH, a housekeeping gene, as described previously
(Gibson et al., 1996; Heid et al., 1996).

Western blot. The methods are described in detail previously (Winslow
et al., 1995; Gerlai et al., 1998b). Briefly, freshly harvested hippocampal
tissue was homogenized, and EphA5 was immunoprecipitated using an
anti-EphA5 antibody (Genentech, San Francisco, CA). Phosphorylation
levels were tested using anti-phosphotyrosine kinase antibody (4G10;
Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY). In the first Western blot
experiment to detect basal in vivo phosphorylation levels of EphA5, both
hippocampi (;60 mg tissue) of each individual mouse was used for
protein extraction for each lane of the gel electrophoresis. Because the
signal strength was high, to detect further increases in phosphorylation

Figure 1. The EphA5 receptor and its ligands are expressed in the adult mouse hippocampus. In situ hybridization (coronal sections with antisense
probe) for EphA5 mRNA expression in the brain of C57BL/6 (A–C) and DBA/2 (D–F) strains of mice. A section with sense (control) probe (H ) is also
shown. Approximate position of sections from bregma are (in mm): A, D, 10.75; B, E, H, 22.10; C, F, 23.00. Both C57BL6 and DBA/2 mice display
prominent expression of EphA5 mRNA in hippocampus and dentate gyrus. Scale bar (in H ), 1000 mm. CA, CA1–CA3 areas of the hippocampal
formation; DG, dentate Gyrus; CX, cortex; TH, thalamus; HT, hippothalamus; AM, amygdala; PX, piriform cortex. G, Ephrin-A5 and -A2 ligands are
expressed in the hippocampus of both inbred strains of mice analyzed. Real-time quantitative (TaqMan) RT-PCR for mRNA of ligands ephrin-A5 and
-A2 in the hippocampi of C57BL/6 (black bars) and DBA/2 (white bars). The data (mean 6 SEM) are based on the number of PCR amplification cycles
required to reach a threshold level (cycles to threshold, CT ) of cleavage of a fluorescent reporter probe (Gibson et al., 1996; Heid et al., 1996) and are
normalized to GAPDH housekeeping gene transcript (DCT ). Sample sizes (n) indicate the number of mice analyzed. Note that larger values mean
smaller original mRNA amount in the hippocampal tissue sample. Also note that amplification characteristics are unique to each gene; therefore,
comparison from one gene to another is not valid. I, Western blot for phosphorylated EphA5. Each lane represents a hippocampal tissue sample from
an individual mouse. Both DBA/2 (a1, a2) and C57BL/6 (b1, b2) strain of mice exhibit a prominent signal.
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levels induced by ephrinA5-IgG, in the second Western blot experiment,
a smaller amount (;15 mg) of hippocampal tissue was used and the blot
was exposed to anti-phosphotyrosine kinase antibody for an 85% shorter
time (2 hr vs the previously applied 12 hr incubation).

Stereotaxic surgery and infusion. Using a stereotaxic frame, mice re-
ceived bilateral intrahippocampal implantation of cannulas as described
in detail previously (Gerlai et al., 1998b) at position anteroposterior
21.5, mediolateral 11.8, as measured in millimeters from bregma, and
dorsoventral 1.8 mm from flat skull surface. Cannulas were connected to
a pair of ALZET 1007D micro-osmotic pumps (volume of 99 ml; pump-
ing rate of 0.51 ml /hr; delivery period of ;8 d; ALZET brain infusion
kit; Alza, Palo Alto, CA) placed subcutaneously on the back. For
C57BL/6 mice, CD4-IgG (control) or EphA5-IgG (antagonist) immuno-
adhesins were infused [4.8 mg/ml in artificial CSF (ACSF) containing (in
mM): 124 NaCl, 3 KCl, 2.4 CaCl2, 2.4 MgSO4.7H2O, 1.25 KH2PO4, 26
NaHCO3, and 10 D-glucose]. For DBA/2 mice, CD4-IgG or ephrinA5-
IgG was infused (0.5 mg/ml in ACSF). In addition, ephrinA5-IgG (0.5
mg/ml in ACSF) was also infused in C57BL/6. The length of infusion
was chosen to be 8 d in both C57BL/6 and DBA/2, which allowed the
large and slowly diffusing immunoadhesins to fully infuse the dorsal part
and to also reach the majority of the ventral part of the hippocampus
(Gerlai et al., 1998b). To demonstrate behavioral effects, a large portion,
especially the dorsal part, of the hippocampus must be influenced, as
shown by lesion studies (Moser et al., 1995) or tetrodotoxin application
(Lorenzini et al., 1996a,b). Thus, continuous and prolonged infusion

decreased the hippocampal areas remaining uninfused and the possibility
that such areas may render immunoadhesin effects unobservable.

Immunoadhesins. The design and production of immunoadhesins, as
well as their advantages, including stability and detection, have been
described and discussed in detail previously (Winslow et al., 1995;
Chamow and Ashkenazi, 1996; Meima et al., 1997; Gerlai et al., 1998b).
We used three different immunoadhesins in this study. EphA5-IgG
contains the full ligand binding domain of the EphA5 receptors, but its
signaling domain is replaced by the Fc portion of the IgG1 molecule,
which includes the hinge region. This protein specifically binds to the
ephrin-A ligands recognized by the EphA5 receptor, thus making them
inaccessible to the endogenous receptor (antagonist). The second immu-
noadhesin is ephrinA5-IgG, which contains the receptor binding domain
of the ephrin-A5 ligand linked to the Fc of IgG1. Because the hinge
region of Fc confers flexibility and because the Fc is made up of two
chains, this molecule has two conformationally correct and mobile re-
ceptor binding domains that mimic the behavior of membrane bound
ephrin-A ligands in that, unlike a soluble ligand, they are capable of
dimerizing, and thus activating, endogenous EphA receptors that
ephrin-A5 recognizes. The third immunoadhesin used is CD4-IgG, a
control molecule that is similar in molecular weight and composition to
the active immunoadhesins but has no binding activity relevant in the
CNS (Winslow et al., 1995; Chamow and Ashkenazi, 1996).

Immunohistochemistry. The methods followed standard protocols
(Gerlai et al., 1998b). A biotinylated donkey anti-human IgG antibody
(catalog #709–65-149; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA)
1:200 in PBS was used to detect the IgG portion of the immunoadhesins.
Brains were sectioned, and the sections were incubated in avidin—
biotin–peroxidase complex (Elite ABC kit; Vector Laboratories, Burlin-
game, CA), rinsed, and developed using a standard diaminobenzidine
reaction (Enhanced Metal; Pierce, Rockford, IL).

T-maze continuous spontaneous alternation task. The procedure fol-
lowed the methods developed and described previously (Gerlai, 1998a).
Note that, as conducted here, T-maze alternation test has been shown to
be highly sensitive to hippocampal dysfunction. Mice were allowed to
alternate between the left and right goal arms of the T-maze throughout
a 15 trial session. Once they have entered a particular goal arm, a
guillotine door was lowered to block entry to the opposite arm. The door
was removed only after the mice returned to the start arm, thus allowing
a new alternation trial to be started. Alternation rate was calculated as a
ratio between the alternating choices and total number of choices (50%,
random choice; 100%, alternation at every trial; 0%, no alternation).
Time to complete 15 choices was also measured.

Fear conditioning. The methods have been described in detail previ-
ously (Gerlai, 1998b). Note that these methods were designed to maxi-
mize the context dependency and hippocampal sensitivity of the para-
digm (Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Phillips and LeDoux, 1992; Abeliovich et
al., 1993; Aiba et al., 1994; Paylor et al., 1994; Bach et al., 1995). Briefly,
the paradigm had three phases: a training phase, a context-dependent
test, and a cue-dependent test. For training, mice received three electric
foot shocks (1 sec, 0.7 mA), each preceded by an 80 dB, 2900 Hz,
20-sec-long tone cue in the Gemini avoidance apparatus (San Diego
Instruments, San Diego, CA) as shown in Figures 5 and 7. Context and
cue test apparatuses received olfactory cues different from those of
training. The context test was performed in the training chamber, but no
shock or tone was delivered. The cue test was performed in another
chamber identical in size but different in visual, olfactory, and tactile
cues from those of the training chamber. Tone signals identical to the one
used in training but without a shock were given. Behavior was video-

Figure 2. Immunohistochemical staining for the IgG domain of the
immunoadhesin reveals pronounced hippocampal diffusion of the protein
after 7 d intrahippocampal infusion from micro-osmotic pump. The right
hemisphere with EphA5-IgG infusion in C57BL/6 mice is shown: A,
anterior (bregma 20.70 mm); B, anterior (bregma 21.35 mm); C, poste-
rior (bregma 22.50) to the cannula insertion site. Note the strong perox-
idase (brown) staining observable in the hippocampus and the lack of
staining in infrahippocampal areas. Note that staining of suprahippocam-
pal cortical areas within 1 mm from the cannula insertion site was
observed in some specimens. Scale bar, 1000 mm.

Figure 3. EphA5 receptor phosphorylation is induced by in vivo infusion
of the agonist ephrinA5-IgG in hippocampal tissue samples. After immu-
noprecipitation with anti-EphA5 antibody, phosphorylation levels were
detected by anti-phosphotyrosine kinase antibody. Each lane represents
hippocampal tissue from an individual mouse: a, ephrinA5-IgG infusion;
b, CD4-IgG infusion. Lanes 1–4 represent samples from C57BL/6; lanes
5–8 represent samples from DBA/2. The monomer (EphA5) protein is
indicated.
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recorded and later quantified using an event recording computer pro-
gram (Observer; Noldus Information Technology, Wageningen, The
Netherlands). Behavior elements, as indicated in Figures 5, 7, and 8, were
analyzed. In a separate set of fear conditioning experiments, only one
tone and shock stimulus pair was given during training, and only one tone
cue was presented during cue testing. Other parameters and procedural
details remained unchanged.

Electrophysiology. Transverse 300 mm hippocampal slices were sub-
merged in a recording chamber (Fine Science Tools Inc., Foster City,
CA), continuously perfused with 30°C oxygenated (95% O2–5% CO2)
ACSF for at least 1 hr before recording. A bipolar glass electrode filled
with ACSF stimulated Schaffer collaterals. Field EPSPs (fEPSPs) elicited
by single-pulse stimulation at 0.2 Hz were recorded in CA1 stratum
radiatum by a glass electrode filled with ACSF. Input/output (I /O)
characteristics and ratio of the fEPSP slope to the presynaptic fiber volley
(PSFV) amplitude were used to estimate basal synaptic transmission. I /O
characteristics, recorded by applying gradually increased (in 20 steps
increments) stimulus intensity to evoke fEPSP from minimum to maxi-
mum slope, were estimated by Michaelis–Menten sigmoid curve fit. Km50
was taken as a 50% point between the threshold and maximal response
(A/DVANCE software; McKellar Designs). Baseline was recorded for 1
hr with the stimulus intensity set to evoke a fEPSP that was 30–50% of
the maximal slope. Paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) was evoked by apply-
ing paired pulses of the same intensity as for baseline recording with
interpulse intervals of 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 msec. LTP was elicited
by applying four trains of 100 Hz tetanus (1 sec duration, 20 sec apart),
with the same stimulus intensity as for the baseline and PPF. In our
attempt to test the potential improving effects of ephrinA5-IgG on
synaptic plasticity in slices from C57BL/6 mice, we used another protocol
of tetanization that is subthreshold for LTP induction. In this set of
experiments (for results, see Fig. 12), one train of 100 Hz tetanus was
applied for 1 sec with stimulus intensity set to evoke a fEPSP 10–15% of
maximal slope. Recordings in all experiments were made with an
Axoprobe-1A amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) interfaced
with a Power Macintosh 7100/66 computer (Apple Computers, Cuper-
tino, CA). Data were acquired, digitized, and analyzed using
A/DVANCE software (McKellar Designs).

Statistical analysis. Data were analyzed by t test, repeated-measures
ANOVA, and post hoc Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD)
test. Variance homogeneity was tested by Bartlett’s test. Only relevant
main effects are presented; detailed data analysis results are available on
request.

RESULTS
Expression pattern of EphA5 and its ligands in the
adult mouse brain
Using in situ hybridization (Melton et al., 1984; Phillips et al.,
1990), we found strong expression of EphA5 mRNA in pyramidal
neurons of all hippocampal CA fields and in dentate gyrus gran-
ule cells in the hippocampal formation in adult mice from inbred
strains C57BL/6 (Fig. 1B,C) and DBA/2 (Fig. 1E,F). In addition,

expression was detected in the cortex (e.g., piriform cortex),
amygdala, thalamus, and hypothalamus (Fig. 1). In situ hybridiza-
tion could not reveal a clear signal, but a more sensitive quanti-
tative RT-PCR (Gibson et al., 1996; Heid et al., 1996) demon-
strated the presence of ephrin-A5 and -A2 (the preferred ligands
of EphA5) (Frisén et al., 1998) mRNA in the hippocampus of
both mouse strains (Fig. 1G), and the expression levels were not
different between strains (ephrin-A5, t 5 0.447; df 5 10; p . 0.60;
ephrin-A2, t 5 0.008; df 5 10; p . 0.99). Furthermore, using
Western blot analysis (for review, see Winslow et al., 1995; Gerlai
et al., 1998b), we revealed that EphA5 protein is present in the
mature hippocampus in both strains in a phosphorylated, acti-
vated form (Fig. 1 I), implying that EphA5 is involved in some
aspect of neural function in the adult mouse CNS.

Infusion of immunoadhesins into the hippocampus
To confirm that the antagonist immunoadhesin EphA5-IgG and
the agonist immunoadhesin ephrinA5-IgG binds to their relevant
targets under conditions similar to those of the in vivo application
we were planning (37°C; ALZET micro-osmotic pump), ELISA
essay was performed. The immunoadhesin solution was injected
into a micro-osmotic pump, the pump was placed in a thermostat
at 37°C, and the solution was sampled over a 10 d period. The
results (data not presented) showed that both immunoadhesins
retained a significant and specific binding capacity.

To study EphA function, we infused the antagonist or agonist
immunoadhesin bilaterally into the hippocampus using micro-
osmotic pumps (Gerlai et al., 1998b). The result of infusion,
analyzed by immunostaining, showed homogeneous immunoad-
hesin distribution within the hippocampus (Fig. 2A,B). Cortical
areas within 1 mm surrounding the cannula insertion site were
also stained in some samples, but other cortical areas or infrahip-
pocampal structures remained uninfused. As shown previously by
magnetic resonance imaging and immunocytochemistry (Gerlai
et al., 1998b), immunoadhesin infusion did not lead to detectable
physical damage, edema, or inflammation in the brain. Further-
more, no gross morphological changes were observed at the light
microscope level using immunostaining for NMDA-R1, GluR1,
PKC, GABA, synaptobrevin, and synaptotagmin, or Nissl stain
(data not shown). Last, all mice appeared well groomed and
healthy, exhibited no abnormal behaviors in their home cage, and
achieved normal life span when allowed to age (data not shown).

Consistent with its antagonist action, EphA5-IgG was shown
previously to impair phosphorylation of the EphA5 receptor
(Winslow et al., 1995; Meima et al., 1997). The evidence for the
contrary, i.e., for an agonist action, was lacking. Using Western
blot analysis, here we show that EphA5 phosphorylation can be
elevated above basal levels in vivo by ephrinA5-IgG infusion in
the hippocampus (Fig. 3). The correct molecular weight for the
monomer EphA5 protein is shown, and the signal above it rep-
resents the dimerized form of the protein.

To determine whether EphA receptors mediate neural func-
tion, we focussed our attention to the hippocampus because of the
expression pattern of EphA5 and also because of the availability
of behavioral paradigms and electrophysiological methods sensi-
tive to detect dysfunction of this structure. We put considerable
emphasis on behavioral analysis because it offers a sensitive way
to detect neural functional changes (Gerlai, 1996c; Gerlai and
Clayton, 1999).

Figure 4. EphA5-IgG infusion impairs T-maze continuous alternation in
C57BL/6 mice in a 15 trial alternation session. EphA5-IgG infusion,
hatched bar, n 5 23; CD4-IgG infusion, black bar, n 5 22. One choice was
allowed at each trial. Alternation rate is a ratio between the alternating
choices and total number of choices. A, Significant difference was found in
alternation rate (t 5 3.528; df 5 43; p , 0.001). B, No significant
difference was found between groups in time spent to complete the 15
choices (t 5 0.915; df 5 43; p . 0.36). Error bars represent SEM.
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Behavioral changes elicited by
immunoadhesin infusion
We use the availability of two inbred strains of mice, C57BL/6
and DBA/2, that exhibit striking differences in hippocampal func-
tion at the behavioral level (Paylor et al., 1994; Gerlai, 1998a,b).
First, we infused EphA5-IgG or a control immunoadhesin, CD4-
IgG, bilaterally into the hippocampus of adult C57BL/6 mice for
8 d and then tested behavioral performance in the T-maze con-
tinuous spontaneous alternation task (T-CAT), a newly developed
paradigm sensitive to detect hippocampal dysfunction and abnor-
malities that affect spatial learning and working memory (Gerlai,
1998a). C57BL/6 mice infused with the control CD4-IgG immu-
noadhesin exhibited an excellent alternation rate (Fig. 4A), a
performance typical for intact mice of this strain (Douglas, 1990;
Gerlai, 1998a). In contrast, mice infused with EphA5-IgG exhib-
ited a significantly impaired alternation rate (Fig. 4A). The im-

pairment is unlikely to be caused by altered motor performance
or motivation levels, because both groups of mice finished the
task within the same amount of time (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, the
impairment is also unlikely to be caused by altered sensory
capabilities because the task can be solved using multiple modal-
ities of cues whose processing is distributed in several brain areas
left unaffected by the immunoadhesin infusion.

The deficit in EphA5-IgG-infused mice was further character-
ized using context-dependent fear conditioning (CDFC), a con-
figural learning task also found sensitive to hippocampal dysfunc-
tion (Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Phillips and LeDoux, 1992;
Abeliovich et al., 1993; Aiba et al., 1994; Bach et al., 1995; Gerlai,
1998b). The reason to conduct this additional behavioral test was
that CDFC and T-CAT are associated with different motor (T-
maze: activity; CDFC: passivity), perceptual (T-maze: extra-
maze visual cues; CDFC: intramaze visual, olfactory, tactile, and

Figure 5. EphA5-IgG infusion impairs learning performance in a context-specific manner in fear conditioning in C57BL/6 mice. In the CDFC paradigm,
mice associate two substantially different types of cues with a negative reinforcer, an electric foot shock. The shock is paired with a simple associative
cue, a tone, in a shock chamber characterized by multiple contextual cues. A, During training, mice were given three 20 sec tone signals (solid horizontal
bars) that coterminated with 1-sec-long electric shocks (0.5 mA; arrows). Both CD4-IgG- (n 5 22) or EphA5-IgG-infused mice (n 5 23) responded to
training with increased freezing, a natural response to painful stimuli, and no significant differences were seen between groups. Relative duration
(percentage; time per 60 sec) of freezing behavior is shown for 60 sec intervals. In addition to freezing, three other behavioral elements (bar graphs under
line diagrams) are also shown. Note that fear correlates negatively with locomotion and grooming and positively with long-body. No significant
differences were detected between the mice in any of the behavioral measures either before (interval 0–180 sec) or after (interval 180–360 sec) shock.
B, A randomly assigned subset of trained mice (n 5 16 for CD4-IgG-infused; n 5 17 for EphA5-IgG-infused) was tested in the shock chamber for
response to contextual stimuli. No tone cues or shocks were given. The freezing behavior (line diagram) of EphA5-IgG-infused mice was significantly
impaired compared with that of the CD4-IgG-infused animals (F(1,31) 5 24.926; p , 0.0001). In addition to freezing, relative duration of three other
behavioral elements (bar graphs) is also shown for the entire session. EphA5-IgG-infused mice were found to exhibit an increased amount of locomotion
(t 5 4.315; df 5 31; p , 0.0001) and grooming (t 5 2.133; df 5 31; p , 0.05) and exhibited decreased long-body posture (t 5 2.100; df 5 31; p , 0.05),
all suggesting decreased level of fear. C, A randomly assigned subset of trained mice (n 5 12 for CD4-IgG; n 5 13 for EphA5-IgG) was tested in the
cued test. The cued test was conducted in a chamber that lacked the olfactory, visual, and tactile cues (the contextual stimuli) of the shock chamber. Mice
received three tone signals alone (solid horizontal bars) but no shock. Both groups of mice responded to the tone cue with a robust increase in freezing
(line diagram), and no significant differences were found between the two groups of mice on freezing (F(1,23) 5 2.068; p . 0.15) or any of the other
behavioral measures (bar graphs) analyzed (t , 0.99; df 5 23; p . 0.30). Data obtained in fear conditioning are shown as mean 6 SEM.
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auditory cues), and motivational (T-maze: spontaneous curiosity;
CDFC: negatively reinforced fear) requirements, yet both tests
are sensitive to hippocampal dysfunction. Thus, comparison of
T-maze and CDFC performance may allow one to dissociate
simple performance deficits or improvements from alterations in
hippocampal (cognitive) function. In the CDFC paradigm, hip-
pocampal damage results in the loss of freezing (a natural re-
sponse to pain or fear) to contextual cues, although sparing
response to a simple associative cue (Kim and Fanselow, 1992;
Phillips and LeDoux, 1992) (see also Gerlai, 1998b). After train-
ing, control (CD4-IgG-infused) C57BL/6 mice exhibited a sub-
stantial freezing response to both a simple associative cue (cued
task) and complex contextual cues (context-dependent task) (Fig.
5B,C). Compared with controls, mice treated with EphA5-IgG
showed a significant deficit in the context-dependent task but not
in the cued task (Fig. 5B,C). The performance deficit of the
EphA5-IgG-treated mice is unlikely to be caused by sensory,
motor, or motivational disturbances, because no differences were
seen between responses of EphA5-IgG and CD4-IgG mice during
either the training session or in the cued task (Fig. 5A,C). Fur-
thermore, because the deficit was specific to the context task, it is
unlikely to be attributable to a generalized learning defect or
health-related problems. To further ascertain that changes in the
freezing response was not simply caused by altered motor perfor-
mance, i.e., ability to remain motionless, other behavioral ele-
ments associated with fear (Blanchard and Blanchard, 1969; Ger-
lai et al., 1993), including locomotion and grooming (negative
correlation with fear), and long-body posture (positive correlation
with fear) (Fig. 5, bottom panels) were also measured. Analysis of
these elements confirmed the context-specific nature of the learn-
ing performance deficit.

It is unlikely that a context-specific learning deficit induced by
the EphA antagonist may result from nonspecific disruption of
brain function unrelated to learning. Nevertheless, to rule out this
possibility, one may need to show improved learning performance
in response to EphA activation. Thus, ephrinA5-IgG, the agonist
immunoadhesin (Winslow et al., 1995; Meima et al., 1997), was
bilaterally infused into the hippocampus of DBA/2 mice, a strain
that displays deficits in hippocampal learning tasks and other
measures of hippocampal function (Crusio et al., 1990; Mat-
suyama et al., 1997; Gerlai, 1998b). DBA/2 mice infused with
ephrinA5-IgG exhibited an improvement in performance in both
T-CAT and CDFC paradigms (Figs. 6, 7). Whereas control
DBA/2 mice infused with CD4-IgG did not alternate above
chance level on the T-CAT, a performance typical of this strain
(Gerlai, 1998a), the alternation rate of mice treated with
ephrinA5-IgG was increased significantly above chance and the
rate of the control mice (Fig. 6A), but the time to complete the
task remained unchanged (Fig. 6B). In the CDFC paradigm,
ephrinA5-IgG infusion elicited a selective improvement on the
context-dependent task (Fig. 7B), a performance enhancement
most probably attributable to cognitive rather than sensory, mo-
tor, or motivational effects (Fig. 7A,C). Again, the changes were
observable not only in freezing but in the other behavioral mea-
sures of fear (Fig. 7, bottom panels).

To investigate whether the improving effects of intrahippocam-
pal ephrinA5-IgG infusion are generalizable to other mouse
strains, we infused C57BL/6 mice with this immunoadhesin or
the control CD4-IgG. Normal C57BL/6, or CD4-IgG-infused
C57BL/6, mice exhibit good contextual and cue-dependent learn-
ing performance in fear conditioning (Gerlai, 1998b; Gerlai et al.,
1998b) (Fig. 5). The high freezing values may represent a ceiling

problem in a learning paradigm in which further improvements
are expected. Indeed, ephrinA5-IgG-infused C57BL/6 mice
showed excellent performance in both the context and the cue
tests (reaching 80–90% freezing), but they were statistically in-
distinguishable from control mice infused with CD4-IgG, which
also froze at that level (repeated-measures ANOVA; training
immunoadhesin effect, F(1,15) 5 2.042; p . 0.170; time 3 immu-
noadhesin interaction, F(5,75) 5 1.874; p . 0.10; context test
immunoadhesin effect, F(1,15) 5 0.017; p . 0.890; immunoadhe-
sin 3 time interaction, F(5,75) 5 1.088; p . 0.370; cue test
immunoadhesin effect, F(1,15) 5 2.458; p . 0.135; immunoadhe-
sin 3 time interaction, F(5,75) 5 1.905; p . 0.10). Although these
results suggest that ephrinA5-IgG has no deleterious effects on
contextual or cued learning performance, they do not allow us to
ascertain whether this immunoadhesin can lead to improvements
in C57BL/6 mice. To achieve submaximal performance in
C57BL/6 and avoid this ceiling problem, we modified the fear
conditioning paradigm and presented only one tone–shock stim-
ulus pairing instead of three. This stimulation has been shown to
lead to a lower freezing performance (30–40%) level in the
context test (Silva et al., 1996), presumably indicating the forma-
tion of a less robust memory.

The results of the one stimulus pair CDFC test convincingly
demonstrated that ephrinA5-IgG improved performance in
C57BL/6 mice in a context-dependent manner (Fig. 8). Figure 8A
shows that all mice responded to a single tone–shock presenta-
tion with increased freezing, although the increase was less robust
compared with when three such stimulus pairs were administered.
Freezing response to context 1 d after training was at 30–40%
level in the control CD4-IgG-infused mice (Fig. 8B), a perfor-
mance similar to that reported previously in normal mice in this
training paradigm (Silva et al., 1996). However, freezing perfor-
mance in the context task was significantly increased to 60–70%
(Fig. 8B) in mice infused with ephrinA5-IgG. Cued task perfor-
mance was unaltered, and both groups of mice responded to the
presentation of a single tone cue with a significant and equivalent
increase of freezing (Fig. 8C). The context-specific performance
enhancement was confirmed by the results of the other behavioral
elements (Fig. 8, bottom panels), including locomotion, long-body,
and grooming, all suggesting an elevated fear response to context
in ephrinA5-IgG-infused mice but unaltered responses in train-
ing and cue test compared with CD4-IgG-infused animals. These

Figure 6. Infusion of ephrinA5-IgG in DBA/2 mice improves spontane-
ous alternation rate in the T-maze (T-CAT paradigm). A, EphrinA5-IgG-
treated mice (white bar; n 5 19) exhibited higher levels of alternation
compared with CD4-IgG-infused mice (black bar; n 5 17; t 5 2.85; df 5
34; p , 0.01). B, Time spent to complete 15 alternation trials did not differ
between treatment groups (t 5 0.365; df 5 34; p . 0.710), suggesting that
the improved alternation performance is not caused by motoric or moti-
vational influences. Error bars represent SEM. Methods as in Figure 4
(also see Materials and Methods).
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results confirm that the performance enhancement is not caused
by changes in motor or perceptual abilities but by improved
cognitive function and that this improvement is not unique to
DBA/2 but can also be observed in C57BL/6 mice.

Gene expression changes induced by
immunoadhesin infusion
Given the presynaptic and postsynaptic localization of EphA
receptors (W.-Q. Gao et al., 1998), their role in synapse formation
during development, and their suggested involvement in cytoskel-
etal processes (Meima et al., 1997; Torres et al., 1998), to inves-
tigate potential mechanisms underlying the observed behavioral
changes, we tested gene expression of neuronal, synaptic, and
cytoskeletal markers. RT-PCR for synaptophysine and
NMDA-R1 performed on hippocampal tissue samples from mice
infused in vivo for 8 d with the immunoadhesins showed no
differences in expression levels (data not shown). However,
mRNA expression of the tubulin gene (M-a1), whose product is
a cytosolic microtubular protein involved in dendritic and axonal
cytoskeletal processes, showed significant immunoadhesin-
induced changes. Tubulin mRNA expression tested by RT-PCR
showed that EphA5-IgG increases and ephrinA5-IgG decreases

transcription (Fig. 9A) from this gene, a finding consistent with
the growth-arresting repulsive effects of the ephrin-A5 ligand
during CNS development. Furthermore, another cytoskeletal
protein, the microtubule-associated protein MAP2 involved in
neuronal activity-dependent dendritic structural changes (Quin-
lan and Halpain, 1996) also showed a similar trend. Although
nonsignificant, MAP2 mRNA expression appeared higher in hip-
pocampal tissue infused in vivo for 8 d with EphA5-IgG and lower
in hippocampal samples infused with ephrinA5-IgG compared
with CD4-IgG control (Fig. 9B). Note that mRNA expression is
shown as the number of PCR cycles required to reach a threshold
level of cleavage of a fluorescent reporter probe (Gibson et al.,
1996; Heid et al., 1996), and this measure is inversely related to
the original amount of mRNA present in the sample. Because
EphA receptors are involved in neuronal cytostructural mecha-
nisms during the embryonic development of the brain (Friedman
and O’Leary, 1996; Gao et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1996; Meima et
al., 1997; Orioli and Klein, 1997; Zhou, 1997; Flanagan and
Vanderhaegen, 1998; Frisén et al., 1998; P. P. Gao et al., 1998),
the above results suggest that these receptors retain this function
in the adult brain.

Figure 7. EphrinA5-IgG infusion significantly improves learning performance in a context-specific manner in fear conditioning in DBA/2 strain of mice.
Methods are described in detail previously (Gerlai, 1998b). A, In the training session, no significant differences were found between ephrinA5-IgG-
infused (white squares; n 5 19 for training and tests) and CD4-IgG-infused (black circles; n 5 17 for training and tests) mice in any of the behaviors
(freezing: line diagram; other behavioral elements: bar graphs) measured, suggesting normal perceptual and motor performance. B, Response to
contextual stimuli is shown. The freezing performance (line diagram) of ephrinA5-IgG-infused mice was significantly improved compared with the
CD4-IgG-infused animals throughout the test session (F(1,34) 5 33.434; p , 0.0001). In addition to freezing, increased level of fear in EphrinA5-IgG-
infused mice is also indicated by changes in other behavioral elements (bar graphs). C, In the cued test, mice were placed in a chamber in which
contextual stimuli were different from those of the shock chamber as explained in Figure 5C. The mice received three tone signals alone (solid horizontal
bars) but no shock. All mice responded to the tone cue with a robust increase in freezing (line diagram), and no significant difference was found between
the two groups of mice in freezing (F(1,34) 5 0.004; p . 0.95) or in any of the other behavioral measures (bar graphs) analyzed.
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Immunoadhesin infusion alters synaptic plasticity
Hippocampal LTP is a cellular mechanism proposed to underlie
spatial and configural learning in rodents (Bliss and Collingridge,
1993). Therefore, we also studied whether potential alterations in
LTP may accompany the observed behavioral changes. Hip-
pocampal slices prepared from mice infused in vivo with EphA5-
IgG or ephrinA5-IgG for 8 d were analyzed. In slices from
C57BL/6 mice infused with EphA5-IgG, the induction of LTP
appeared normal, but the potentiated response decayed signifi-
cantly faster compared with slices obtained from CD4-IgG con-
trol C57BL/6 mice (Fig. 10A). The decay was not caused by a
putative inability of the slice to exhibit larger fEPSPs because a
second tetanus applied at the end of the recording session was
able to reinduce a high level of LTP (data not shown). Other
synaptic parameters, such as paired-pulse facilitation, and basal
synaptic transmission (Fig. 10B,C) remained unaltered by
EphA5-IgG infusion.

The enhancement of cognitive function by ephrinA5-IgG in-

fusion seen in DBA/2 mice was also accompanied by changes in
hippocampal synaptic function. Slices from DBA/2 mice infused
with ephrinA5-IgG exhibited a significant augmentation of LTP,
beginning at induction and persisting up to 4.5 hr (Fig. 11A).
EphrinA5-IgG treatment also increased PPF (Fig. 11B), suggest-
ing the involvement of a presynaptic mechanism, whereas basal
synaptic transmission was unchanged (Fig. 11C). Furthermore,
although LTP induced by the standard four train stimulation
protocol (see Materials and Methods) appeared almost identical
in C57BL/6 mice infused with CD4-IgG or ephrinA5-IgG (im-
munoadhesin effect, F(1,8) 5 0.043; p . 0.80; immunoadhesin 3
time interaction, F(30,240) 5 0.917; p . 0.50), probably attribut-
able to a robust LTP response leading to a ceiling effect, LTP
induced by a single train and lower amplitude of electric stimu-
lation showed a trend in C57BL/6 similar to the observations in
DBA/2, suggesting a facilitatory effect of ephrinA5-IgG (Fig. 12)
in both strains. It is notable, however, that although the electro-
physiological and behavioral findings are generally in agreement

Figure 8. EphrinA5-IgG infusion significantly improves learning performance in a context-specific manner in fear conditioning in C57BL/6 mice.
Methods are described in detail previously (Silva et al., 1996; Gerlai, 1998b). A, In the training session, no significant differences were found between
ephrinA5-IgG-infused (black circles; n 5 10 for training and tests) and CD4-IgG-infused (checkered squares; n 5 10 for training and tests) mice in any
of the behaviors measured (freezing: line diagram; other behavioral measures: bar graphs), suggesting normal perceptual and motor performance. Note
that, to achieve a submaximal freezing response, only one tone (solid line) and shock (arrow) stimulus pairing was administered. B, Response to
contextual stimuli is shown. The freezing performance (line diagram) of ephrinA5-IgG-infused mice was significantly improved compared with the
CD4-IgG-infused animals throughout the test session (F(1,18) 5 7.86; p 5 0.01). In addition to freezing, increased level of fear in EphrinA5-IgG-infused
mice is also indicated by decreased locomotion (t 5 3.236; df 5 1; p , 0.01), increased long-body posture (t 5 2.83; df 5 1; p 5 0.01), and decreased
grooming (t 5 2.024; df 5 1; p 5 0.058) (bar graphs). C, In the cued test, mice were placed in a chamber in which contextual stimuli were different from
those of the shock chamber as explained in Figure 5C. The mice received one tone signal alone (solid horizontal bar) but no shock. All mice responded
to the tone cue with a robust increase in freezing (line diagram), and no significant difference was found between the two groups of mice in freezing
(F(1,18) 5 0.714; p . 0.40) or the other behavioral measures (bar graphs) analyzed except long-body, which remained slightly increased in ephrinA5-
IgG-infused mice.
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with each other, the correlation is not perfect. For example,
ephrinA5-IgG infusion was able to elicit a significant behavioral
improvement in both DBA/2 and C57BL/6. This may be attrib-
utable to the genetic background of the two mouse strains differ-
entially affecting behavioral and electrophysiological phenotypes
and/or to different sensitivity and resolution of the electrophysi-
ological and behavioral methods applied.

DISCUSSION
Our in situ hybridization findings demonstrating strong EphA5
expression in neurons of the adult mouse hippocampus, RT-PCR
results showing hippocampal expression of two relevant ligands of
this receptor, ephrin-A2 and -A5, and our Western blot analysis
revealing the presence of EphA5 receptor in a phosphorylated
active form in hippocampal tissue from adult mice, strongly
suggest that EphA receptor function is not restricted to the
developing nervous system. Confirming this suggestion, intrahip-
pocampal infusion of an EphA antagonist led to significant im-
pairment in behavioral function in adult mice, whereas infusion
of an agonist resulted in improved behavioral performance. Fur-
thermore, infusion of the antagonist led to increased expression
of a cytostructural protein, tubulin, and also impaired some
electrophysiological measures of hippocampal synaptic plasticity,
whereas infusion of the agonist resulted in decreased tubulin
expression and improved electrophysiological performance.

These results were achieved using protein targeting, a novel
strategy in behavioral neuroscience that may have some advan-
tages over more conventional methods (Gerlai et al., 1998b). The
applied genetically engineered immunoadhesins recognize the
ligand, or the receptor, on the basis of high-affinity natural ligand
receptor binding interaction (Winslow et al., 1995; Chamow and
Ashkenazi, 1996); thus, they obviate the lack of EphA-selective
pharmacological agents. Furthermore, as a result of the unaltered
binding sites, these immunoadhesins are capable of binding all
relevant proteins that the endogenous EphA5 or ephrin-A5 mol-
ecules would bind. Because EphA receptors are promiscuous and

may respond to several ephrin-A ligands, and conversely a ligand
may activate several receptors (Orioli and Klein, 1997), these
immunoadhesins allowed us to manipulate all functionally rele-
vant ligands or receptors without the confounding effects of
compensation by closely related ligands or receptors as occur in
gene targeting (Gerlai 1996a,b; Frisén et al., 1998). Furthermore,
stereotaxic delivery of the immunoadhesins into the hippocampus
eliminated the possibility of inducing developmental defects dur-
ing ontogenesis and also reduced the confounding effects of
nonspecific changes in tissues not associated with hippocampal
function (Gerlai, 1996a).

Our results indicate that inhibition and augmentation of EphA
function by intrahippocampal infusion of the immunoadhesins in
adult mice impairs and facilitates, respectively, behavioral re-
sponses in two tasks, T-CAT and CDFC. These tasks depend on
the hippocampus (Gerlai, 1998a,b) but have different motiva-
tional, perceptual, and motor requirements. Therefore, the con-
sistent behavioral changes we observed imply an underlying
mechanism associated with hippocampal function and not with
idiosyncratic characteristics unique to one or the other task, a

Figure 9. Transcriptional changes induced by immunoadhesins in two
cytoskeletal proteins, tubulin (A) and MAP2 (B). No strain differences
were found. The data (mean 6 SEM) are pooled for the strains and are
based on the number of PCR amplification cycles required to reach a
threshold cleavage level of fluorescent reporter probe 18, 19. Results nor-
malized to GAPDH housekeeping gene transcript are shown (DCT ).
Sample sizes ( n) are also indicated. Note that larger values represent
smaller original mRNA amount in the hippocampal tissue sample ana-
lyzed. Note that expression of tubulin mRNA is increased by EphA5-IgG
and decreased by ephrinA5-IgG infusion (ANOVA; F(2,21) 5 5.02; p ,
0.02). Expression changes in MAP2 show a similar but nonsignificant
trend (ANOVA; F(2,21) 5 1.75; p . 0.19). Figure 10. EphA5-IgG impairs LTP maintenance in hippocampal slices

prepared from C57BL/6 mice. A, Field EPSP is expressed as percentage
of baseline. Twenty sequential responses were averaged and plotted as
one point. ANOVA revealed a significant immunoadhesin effect (F(1,8) 5
8.09; p 5 0.02) and a significant immunoadhesin 3 time interaction
(F(29,232) 5 4.98; p , 0.0001). Tukey’s HSD test showed that the groups
became significantly different ( p , 0.05) 90 min after tetanization.
Representative traces before and after tetanization at corresponding time
points, as indicated, are also shown. B, No immunoadhesin effect was
observed on paired pulse facilitation (F(1,11) 5 0.164; p . 0.690), which
was assessed by applying paired pulses of equivalent intensity at inter-
pulse intervals as indicated. Facilitation ratios are calculated by expressing
the slope of the second fEPSP as a percentage of the slope of the first
fEPSP. C, Basal synaptic transmission, estimated by ratio of the fEPSP
slope to the PSFV amplitude, was not altered by EphA5-IgG-infused
(hatched bar) compared with CD4-IgG-infused (black bar) mice (t 5
1.119; df 5 14; p . 0.28). Estimation of basal synaptic transmission by I/O
characteristics using Michaelis–Menten sigmoid curve fit revealed no
significant differences (CD4-IgG, mean of 1.30 6 0.368; EphA5-IgG,
mean of 1.54 6 0.219; p . 0.80).
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notion also supported by the lack of indication of altered perfor-
mance factors detected in these tasks. We infer, therefore, that
the observed behavioral changes were attributable to altered
cognitive processes. Together, these results support a role for
EphA in adult neural function associated with learning, one
which can be augmented by ephrinA5-IgG and impaired by
EphA5-IgG.

The potential neurobiological mechanism underlying the ob-
served behavioral effects is speculative at this point. The recent
observation showing that Eph receptors and their ephrin ligands
contain PDZ recognition motifs and are bound and clustered by
PDZ proteins at presynaptic and postsynaptic sites of neuronal
synapses in vitro suggests that Eph receptors may mediate synap-
tic plasticity (Hsueh and Sheng, 1998; Torres et al., 1998). In vitro,
acute application of EphA5-IgG (EphA antagonist) and
ephrinA5-IgG (agonist) has also been shown to influence param-
eters of synaptic plasticity on the hippocampal slice, implying the
functional relevance of EphA receptors (W.-Q. Gao et al., 1998).
These suggestive findings are now confirmed by our present
electrophysiological results. The Both our and W.-Q. Gao et al.’s
(1998) results generally revealed an inhibitory role for EphA5-
IgG and a facilitatory effect of ephrinA5-IgG at the synaptic
physiology level. W.-Q. Gao et al. (1998) found that application of

ephrinA5-IgG impaired PPF, probably as a result of a facilitatory
effect of ephrinA5-IgG on neurotransmitter release leading to
depletion of synaptic vesicles, as these authors suggested based on
other studies (Manabe et al., 1993). This suggestion was in ac-
cordance with another observation made by W.-Q. Gao et al.
(1998) showing facilitated baseline synaptic responses to
ephrinA5-IgG. In our present study, we could not measure pre-
immunoadhesin application baseline responses and thus were
unable to compare the effects of ephrinA5-IgG treatment to it.
However, unlike W.-Q. Gao et al. (1998), we detected increased
PPF in slices taken from hippocampi chronically infused with
ephrinA5-IgG. The apparent discrepancy may be explained by a
common underlying mechanism, namely, facilitated neurotrans-
mitter release. Although it has been shown that acutely enhanced
neurotransmitter release leads to decreased PPF (Manabe et al.,
1993), a correlation between chronic enhancement of neurotrans-
mitter release and enhanced PPF has also been demonstrated
(Geppert et al., 1997). Furthermore, W.-Q. Gao et al. (1998)
could detect impaired LTP in EphA5-IgG-treated slices, similar
to our findings, but they could not demonstrate improved LTP in
slices bathed in ephrinA5-IgG, whereas we found increased LTP
in response to chronic ephrinA5-IgG infusion. This apparent
discrepancy again may reflect differences in the mode of applica-
tion, i.e., acute versus chronic infusion, of the immunoadhesins
leading to differential effects of EphA receptor function on time-
dependent synaptic processes. These processes may involve cyto-
structural mechanisms in which EphA receptors have been sug-
gested to play roles.

EphA receptors may interact with a number of proteins
through their PDZ binding domains that mediate cytoskeletal
processes (Torres et al., 1998) and potentially affect a range of
subcellular mechanisms influencing synaptic transmission and/or
plasticity. Such mechanisms may include, for example, the traf-
ficking and docking of presynaptic vesicles (Calakos and Scheller,
1996), the clustering of neurotransmitter receptors, e.g.,
AMPA-R and NMDA-R (Allison et al., 1998), and the formation
of “perforated” synapses associated with LTP (Geinisman et al.,
1991, 1993; Edwards, 1995). Importantly, EphA5 receptor has
been shown to mediate actin polymerization, and its activation by

Figure 11. EphrinA5-IgG improves LTP and increases magnitude of
PPF in hippocampal slices prepared from DBA/2. A, Field EPSP ex-
pressed as percentage of baseline. Twenty sequential responses were
averaged and plotted as one point. ANOVA, including data from all time
points, revealed an immunoadhesin effect that bordered significance
(F(1,12) 5 4.23; p 5 0.06), whereas Tukey’s HSD test showed that the
groups were significantly different ( p , 0.05) up to 260 min post-
tetanization. Representative traces before and after tetanization at cor-
responding time points, as indicated, are also shown. B, PPF varied as a
function of immunoadhesin treatment (F(1,21) 56.189; p , 0.03), and no
significant immunoadhesin 3 interval interaction (F(4,84) 5 1.654; p .
0.16) was seen. C, No significant differences were found in basal synaptic
transmission between ephrinA5-IgG-infused (white bar) and CD4-IgG-
infused (black bar) mice (t 5 0.416; df 5 18; p . 0.68). Estimation of basal
synaptic transmission by I/O characteristics using Michaelis–Menten sig-
moid curve fit revealed no significant differences (CD4-IgG, mean of
2.49 6 0.33; ephrinA5-IgG, mean of 2.80 6 0.97; p . 0.70).

Figure 12. Chronic ephrinA5-IgG infusion leads to an apparent increase
of LTP in hippocampal slices prepared from C57BL/6 mice. Individual
responses measured once every 30 sec are plotted. Open circles,
EphrinA5-IgG infusion (n 5 6); filled triangles, CD4-IgG infusion (n 5 6).
One hippocampal slice per experimental animal was tested; thus, n
represents the number of animals analyzed. Error bars indicate SE.
ANOVA revealed that the apparent immunoadhesin effect was not sig-
nificant (F(1,10) 5 1.973; p 5 0.190) nor was the time 3 immunoadhesin
interaction significant (F(60,600) 5 0.447; p . 0.50).
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administration of ephrinA5-IgG leads to actin depolymerization
and axonal growth cone collapse in neuronal cell cultures and
cortical explants (Meima et al., 1997). Actin is a crucial compo-
nent of the cytoskeleton present in presynaptic and postsynaptic
terminals (Fifkova and Delay, 1982; Landis and Reese, 1983;
Cohen et al., 1985). It has been shown to be associated with
structural changes underlying synaptic plasticity (Westrum et al.,
1980; Fifkova and Delay, 1982; Landis and Reese, 1983; Hayashi
et al., 1996) affecting both presynaptic and postsynaptic mecha-
nisms, including paired pulse facilitation and LTP (Kim and
Lisman, 1999). In the latter study, phalloidin, an actin filament
stabilizing agent, when applied postsynaptically, significantly im-
paired LTP. Remarkably, and perhaps consistent with this obser-
vation, our results showed that application of the EphA agonist
ephrinA5-IgG, which destabilizes actin filaments (Meima et al.,
1997), has the opposite effect, i.e. it improves LTP. Thus, it is
possible that EphA receptor activation mobilizes the synapse by
destabilizing actin filaments and thus allows it to undergo struc-
tural modifications necessary for plastic changes to take place, a
suggestion that will need to be confirmed by detailed electronmi-
croscopic or confocal analyses.

The possibility that EphA receptors play roles in cytostructural
processes is consistent with the changes we observed in the
expression of tubulin gene in response to EphA5-IgG or
ephrinA5-IgG treatment. Our results suggested that tubulin, a
component of the cytoskeleton, was overexpressed in response to
EphA receptor inactivation and was underexpressed in response
to receptor activation in the adult mouse hippocampus, findings
compatible with the known arresting effects of ephrin-A ligands
on axonal and dendritic growth during CNS development (Win-
slow et al., 1995; Meima et al., 1997; Frisén et al., 1998). In the
adult brain in which major developmental alterations do not take
place, transcriptional regulation of tubulin and perhaps other
genes of cytoskeletal proteins may subserve the development of
new or altered synaptic connections, i.e., neural plasticity. Based
on our findings, we suggest that tubulin, perhaps mediating ax-
onal and dendritic transport, or microstructural localization of
gene products required for synaptic remodeling, plays a role in
such plasticity and in turn learning as assumed previously by Rose
and associates (Mileusnic et al., 1980; Scholey et al., 1992; Rose,
1993).

An intriguing aspect of our findings is the observed cognitive
improvement and facilitated LTP both induced by ephrinA5-IgG.
LTP has been suggested to be a cellular mechanism that underlies
learning and memory (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993) (but see
Shors and Matzel, 1997), and, for example, numerous studies
using gene targeting have shown an association between impaired
LTP and impaired cognitive function in mice (for examples, see
Gerlai, 1996a,c). However, the two mouse mutants in which
chronically improved LTP has been observed [e.g., the GluR2
mutant (Jia et al., 1996) or the postsynaptic density-95 mutant
(Migaud et al., 1998)] also exhibited impaired behavioral function
(Gerlai et al., 1998a; Migaud et al., 1998). For instance, GluR2-
less neurons of the GluR2 mutant mice showed increased perme-
ability to calcium, causing an increased calcium influx leading in
turn to elevated LTP upon tetanic stimulation. Gerlai et al.
(1998a), argued that the nonspecific nature of the facilitation of
LTP led to impaired behavioral function because it decreased the
signal-to-noise ratio of stimulus processing in the brain. Migaud
et al. (1998) also concluded similarly and explained that a proper
balance between LTP and long-term depression induction thresh-
old must be maintained for the neurons to process information

correctly. According to this argument, experimentally improved
synaptic plasticity can lead to improved cognitive function only if
it does not impair the specificity and selectivity of synaptic
strengthening or weakening as defined by behaviorally relevant
stimulus processing. Plausibly, EphA function may not influence
which synaptic connections become strengthened or weakened
but may facilitate the ensuing microstructural changes only after
proper behavioral or electrophysiological stimulation has oc-
curred. Although speculative at this point, if the working hypoth-
esis that chronic facilitation of EphA function primes synapses
for synapse-specific use-dependent modification is correct (for a
conceptually similar hypothesis, see Abraham and Tate, 1997),
EphA receptors may become an important therapeutic target for
a number of human conditions in which cognitive function is
affected.

Regardless of the precise identity of the molecular and neuro-
biological mechanisms, the present findings now have revealed a
role for EphA receptor tyrosine kinases in cognitive function in
the adult mammalian brain. These findings open an unexpected
avenue into the functional analysis of this large receptor protein
family and may lead to novel targets for therapeutic intervention
in human brain and behavioral disorders.
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